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ABSTRACT 
 
 It seems that to recognize and classify the factors affecting organizational agility and need to specify the 
amount of their importance for the organization is essential to preserve survival and success in today's 
environment. This paper reviews the concept of agility and its division in the following indicators included the 
factors ofmotivations organizational agility that have been ranked in terms of level of importance and their 
influence by the techniques of MCDM.The inner complexity, suppliers, competition, customer needs, market, 
technology and social factors are the most important factors affecting organizational agility that can evaluate the 
following indicators and apply them and re-engineering processes, reviews and predictions of customer needs 
and better understanding of competitive environment and supply chain specifyorganizational agility and success 
ultimately. 
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Introduction 
 
 With regard to the dynamics of today's environment and the necessity of adapting to the environmental 
changes and the more important, the speed of this adaptation in gaining competitive advantage, the agility is 
inevitable. The organization can gain a consistent competitive advantage when that is faster and more flexible in 
decision-making, management and processes. The employees and intellectual capital assets also make a safe 
organization for a consistent success in a turbulent and uncertain environment. On the other hand rapid variable 
demands and prospects of customers regarding price, quality and time of delivery of the goods or service, the 
competitive environment and the social and legal factors express the necessity of the organization agility.From 
the initial decade of 1990, the organizations accepted that the production agility is a solution for dynamic 
management and environmental changes and it is a strategy for the capabilities of productive organizations to 
preserve competitive advantage in a turbulent environment (Sherehiy, B., 2007; Hooper, M.J., M. Brassard, 
1998). 
 The characteristics of the present age is the age of information and communication, environmental 
uncertainty and high speed changes that on one hand threat the organization and on the other hand is considered 
as an opportunity for the Organization to receive a competitive advantage in business and depending on the level 
of conformity in the flexibility and agility can be ranked and place the Organization on a specific industry. 
Although the challenge of achieving agility is an important feature for success, but as Jacksonet alhave proposed 
that the agility is not a goal in itself but, it is an essential means to maintain competition in the market (Jackson, 
M., C. Johansson, 2003). 
 Kidd, P.T., defines that agility is the fast and active conformity of organization factors with unexpected 
changes of environment (Kidd, P.T., 1994).Yusuf, Y., et alstate the best actions for providing products and 
customer services are achieved through combination of competition factors like the speed of flexibility, 
innovation, quality and integrated sources (Yusuf, Y., 1999). 
 Agility is the ability of the company for survival and success in a competitive environment that changes 
continuously (Oliveira, M., 2012). Sherehiy et al regarded a questionnaire with 72 items for evaluating the 
agility of organization from the grant 1 to 10 that these factors are based on the degrees of their turbulence and 
effect on the operation of the company (Sherehiy, B., 2007). Agility is the ability of an organization for the 
development and operation of the organization internal capabilities in order to compete successfully in a 
business environment that is uncertain and unpredictable (Roodposhti, F., 2008). 
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 MCDM approach is the collection of techniques that evaluate possible solutions on the basis of more than 
one criterion for choosing the best solution (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). Environmental turbulence is the 
changing conditions and complex environment that raise uncertainty and risks and complicate decision – 
making and conformity with the environments (Khorshid, S., S. Mahfozi, 2010). The simple weight average 
method is a method of MCDM that compensate the specifications with which the weight of each criterion is 
given, and the formation of the matrix of decision making and qualitative indicators options are ranked in 
descending order (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). TOPSIS method isamong compensative MCDM approaches 
that ranks options by characterizing distance from best option (ideal) and worst option (not ideal) (Asgharpour, 
M., 2008). Analytical hierarchyprocess technique is one of the MCDM approaches that a complex situation 
results the best choice by separating to smaller portions through making decision tree and considering paired-
compare matrix and computing their consistency rate (Asgharpour, M., 2008). The analysis of group hierarchy : 
when we confront with different opinion for each completion, one of the best procedure for compounding the 
experts opinion as Saatystates, the engineering average is the most suitable mathematics rule for compounding 
judgment in group hierarchy technique, because the inverse property is preserved in the matrix of pair 
comparison. Cope Land method is a technique that specifies difference of win and loss numbers of each method 
as ranking base (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). 
 Now that,managers confront with agility challenge as an inevitable need in the organization for competition 
and profitability in global arena, they should be aware of their organization's need for agility and its importance 
and influence of motivations (Motaghi, H., 2006). This paper aimed to evaluate and measure these factors and 
prioritize them based on their effectiveness. 
 Amirnejadet alin a research titled "the role of safety and process management system(P.S.M) for 
making"The agility in National Company of South Oil Regions"concluded that there is a meaningful relation 
between safety management of processes and organizational agility. So, they recommended that we should 
move align with TQM programs and safety policies to achieve agility (Amirnejad, G., M. Mosa Khani, 2011). 
Khorshidet alin a research titled "measurement and analysis model for making manufacturing organizationsagile 
by using MCDM approaches and fuzzy approaches"present a model based on effective factors on organizational 
agility accompanied bytheir sub-indicators, and prioritize them in civil steel industry. Also today's organizations 
confront with rapid changing technology and costumers interests variability (Khorshid, S., S. Mahfozi, 2010). 
 Zanjireh chi et al in a research titled"study on relations between different dimensions of mental assets and 
their effect on organization achievement to agility" state that using past solutions in today's dynamic 
environment is not effective and existence of mental assets and their creativity is essential for organizational 
agility (Zanjireh Chi, S., 2010). Zanjireh chiet al in a research titled "study on relations between knowledge 
management processes and agility in small and medium companies(selected textiles industries of 
Yazd)"prioritize dimensions of knowledge management based on their effect on organizational agility (Zanjireh 
Chi, S., 2009). 
 Akbarpouret al in a research titled "reengineering methodology of business processes based on organization 
agility" describe that the role of reengineering of organization processes has the most effect on organization 
agility (Akbarpour, M., A. Keshtiban, 2009). Roodposhtiet al in a research titled " role of human resource and 
its development in organizational agility-making "state that the basis of an agile organization is IT, personnel 
and working processes alignment in a flexible and congruent discipline (Roodposhti, F., 2008). Shams et al in a 
research titled "the necessity of applying agility idea in organizational architecture" introduce agile persons and 
architecture of agile processes as the best solutions for adjusting organization in turbulent environment (Shams, 
F., A. Razi, 2007). Rajabzadeh et al in a research titled "presenting agility evaluation model in the 
stateorganizations and a glance at IT effect on organizational agility"review the agility literature and emphasize 
on IT role, offer the innovative agility evaluation model and explain that today's organizations due to 
environmental uncertainty, should make agile the organization by merging technology, personnel and 
management against environmental variations (Rajabzadeh, A., B. Shahyaei, 2006). 
 OLIVEIRA et al analyze the influence of leadership style on the agility of project operation that can obtain 
the highest efficiency. McKenzie et al investigate the positive role of leadership agility in work knowledge by 
drawing a framework with 12 rules and state the leadership procedure should support learning and 
organizational agility against continued changes (Jane McKenzie, Paul Aitken, 2012). Vinodh et al consider the 
vital decision, the characteristics and the capabilities of agility and show that the application of fuzzy QFD is 
effective for agility improvement (Vinodh, S., S. Chintha, 2011). Charleneet al tried to make a quantitative 
metric method for evaluating organizational agility in productive organizations through output measures like the 
result of operation, the extent of organizational success and the environment turbulence (Charlene A. Yauch, 
2011). Crocitto et al state the integrate organizational agility on the basis of suppliers, the members and the 
customers by using information technology in which the communications are based on leadership, 
organizational culture and the systems of personnel reward (Crocitto, M., M. Youssef, 2003). 
 In this paper throughstudy on agility concept and separate its motivations to sub-indicators try to prioritize 
indicators based on their importance and effect on organizational agility. First, a questionnaire was prepared as 
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agility indicator tables based on their importance and affect on organizational agility and gave to some reporters 
and scores the rate of effect of each indicator on needs of organizational agility using qualitative range. Then, 
we apply clock range and weighting factors using Shannon entropy technique and also using weighted simple 
average technique, TOPSIS method and analytical hierarchy method among decision methods with multi-
criteria, to prioritize the criteria and merge by using Cope Land method, then theindicators which affect agility 
requirement were rankedbased on importance. 
 
Research theoretical basis: 
 
 Zhang et alpresent a methodology and a conceptual model for implement agility in industry where refer to 
agility motivations which help the company in finding new ways to achieve competitive advantage (Zhang, Z., 
H. Sharifi, 2000). Motivations can change from a branch of industry to another. Increasing variability and 
turbulence of company inter-condition can foster the necessity of agility for organization. 
 
Much turbulence in business environment less turbulence in business environment: 
 

1- Seldom 3- Low 5- Medium 7- High 9- Extreme 

 
Table 1: Effective factors on agility necessity. 

Criteria Sub-criteria 
Inter-complexity Number of products, product complexity, design process complexity, control 

complex, production process complexity 
Suppliers Rate of relation with providers, confidentiality, responsiveness 

Social factors Environmental pressure, legal pressure, pressure of government policy 
Technology scale of technology change, technology adjustment 

The Costumer's requirements Costumer demand, changing demands of costumer, costumer expectations, 
congruity and incongruity of costumer's requirements 

Competition Competition environment, responsiveness of rivals, competition basis, product 
alternatives 

The Market Product life-cycle, market structure, intensity of product model, market 
demand, market segmentation, needs of market, market caution, market style, 

power of buyers 

 
 As we can see each indicator includes sub-indicators that establish a set of factors and detailing each 
indicator can help forscoring range-base.Conceptual framework for measure and analysis of motivation factors 
of organizational agility requirement. As we mentioned, present study aimed to prioritize effective factors on 
organizational agility requirement based on their importance and effect. To do so, we used weighted simple 
average using Shannon entropy method to gain factors' weights, TOPSIS method and analytical hierarchy 
technique and finally merging of results applying Cope Land method. 
 Multi criteria decision making(MCDM) models, unlike classic optimization models, instead of one 
measurement criterion, use several measurement criteria. SAW method is one of multi-indicator decision 
models that used in this paper for indicators ranking. 
 
2.1. Entropy technique implementation: 
 
 In information theory, Entropy is an uncertainty criterion that explains by certain probability distribution. In 
this method, k is a constant. 
 This method is based on this idea that as values dispersal of an indicator increased, it would be more 
important (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). 
Weighting by formula:  
K=1/ln m 
Ej= -k Σnij ln nij    d j = 1 – E j    wj = dj / Σ dj 
 
2.2.Implementing technique (SAW): 
 
 Weighted simple average method is among compensation multi-criteria decision techniques wherebyby 
using given Ws (indicators importance weights), selects the most relevant option (Asgharpour, M., 2008).  
 In this method,first we should de-scale decision matrix value, in linear form. Considering that, indicators 
which used in this study all have positive aspect, we use following formula for de-scaling: 
nij = aij / Max aij 
 
 Then multiply de-scaled matrix into indicator's weight, options will rank in descending form based on 
computed value. 
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2.3.TOPSIS technique: 
 
 In 1981, Hwang & Yoon proposed this method. In this method, m options are evaluated by using n 
indicators. 
This technique is based on the concept that selected option should have the shortest distance by positive ideal 
solution (best state Ai

+) and further distance by negative ideal solution (worst possible state Ai
-). 

Algorithm of this method consists of 6 steps:  
1- Decision matrix is de-scaled by soft method. 
2- De-scaled matrix is multiplied in weights diagonal matrix 
3- Specify positive and negative ideal option  
4- Distance size based on Euclidean soft instead of negative ideal solution and positive option and computing 
this size instead of positive ideal solution and negative option. 
5- Computing relative proximity Ai from ideal solution  
6- Rank decently the options that attained from former step (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). 
 
2.4. AHP technique: 
 
 Analytical hierarchy process technique is a method where a complex situation separates to smaller parts 
through creating decision tree by considering paired-comparison matrix and computing their compatibility rate 
that should be smaller or equal to 0.1, then computing the weight of different criteria and finally rank them 
decently. Also we can use Expert Choice software that designed to this purpose (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 
2010). 
 
2.5. Cope Land assimilated technique: 
 
 This method that is used to integrate ranking of different methods, do ranking  through finding difference 
between wins and loss of each option from dual compare with other options and sortingresulted numbers from 
difference as descending ranking.To implement this technique, we make a non-diagonal matrix n×m where 
considering option win frequency we can describe column i to column j distribution. If there are more win 
numbers in this technique, then mark it by M which refers to row to column preference, otherwise mark it by X. 
finally, total wins place in wins summation row and total wins in each column is losses where difference of wins 
and losses known as the basic of descending ranking (Azar, A., A. Rajabzadeh, 2010). 
 
3.Practical study and findings: 
 
 In this paper we prepare a questionnaire based on these motivations and their indicators in section7 which 
include sub-criteria and then offered it to experts of this industry (GhaemReza integrated industries). Given 
range is based on environment turbulence ratio from low to high. In this range we ranked qualitative from very 
low to very high and scored regard to hour range. 
 Indicator or agility motivations= {market, competition, costumers requirements, technology, social factors, 
providers, inter-complexity} 
A*={Ai /Max Σ nij wj} 
 
 Next step in this research is aggregation of numbers in each table and numbers related to each agility 
motivation and then transfer them to the following matrix which shows columns of table of opinions of 5 
experts about 7 indicators of agility requirement that are deducted from related plot titled "effective factors on 
agility". Each indicator converts to sub-indicators where for qualitative scoring in questionnaire, are exhibited to 
experts as tables (plot of effective factors on agility).  
 
Table 2: Matrix of aggregation of normalized results. 

 Expert1 Expert2 Expert3 Expert4 Expert5 
Inter-complexity A1 5 6.3 5.3 4.6 6.3 

Suppliers A2 5 6.3 5 7 8.3 
Social factors A3 4 7 3.5 4.25 5 
Technology A4 4 5 4 3 4 

The Costumer requirement A5 6 5 4 6 5 
Competition A6 7 7.5 7 6.5 6.5 
The Market A7 4.8 7.2 5.2 6.4 4.4 

 
Table 3: Resulted weights from entropy method. 

 1 2 3 4 5 
Wj 0.52 0.04 0.25 0.17 0.02 
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 By using resulted weights through weighted simple total method also TOPSIS method and AHP, we rank 
indicators, and then we merged results of these three methods by applying Cope Land compilation technique. 
 
4.Analysis of the results: 
 
Table 4: Ranking by using SAW technique. 

Agility Index Results Ranking 
Inter-complexity A1 0.714 5 

Suppliers A2 0.769 3 
Social factors A3 0.572 6 
Technology A4 0.544 7 

The Costumer requirement A5 0.764 4 
Competition A6 0.981 1 
The Market A7 0.83 2 

 
Table 5: Ranking by using TOPSIS technique. 

Agility Index Results Ranking 
Inter-complexity A1 0.864 1 

Providers A2 0.574 2 
Social factors A3 0.125 5 
Technology A4 0.019 7 

The Costumer requirement A5 0.144 4 
Competition A6 0.224 3 
The Market A7 0.1 6 

 
Table 6: Ranking by using AHP technique. 

Agility Index Results Ranking 
Inter-complexity A1 0.364 1 

Suppliers A2 0.264 2 
Social factors A3 0.056 5 
Technology A4 0.019 7 

The Costumer requirement A5 0.089 4 
Competition A6 0.167 3 
TheMarket A7 0.029 6 

 
Table 7: Merging of results by using Cope land technique. 

 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 wins Win/loss 
difference 

Ranking 

A1 - M M M M M M 6 6 1 
A2 X - M M M M M 5 4 2 
A3 X X - M X X M 2 -2 5 
A4 X X X - X X X 0 -6 7 
A5 X X M M - X M 3 0 4 
A6 X X M M M - M 4 2 3 
A7 X X X M X X - 1 -4 6 

Losses 0 1 4 6 3 2 5    
A1>A2>A6>A5>A3>A7>A4 

 
5. Conclusions: 
 
 As stated earlier, it can be concluded that to adjust organization with changes and environmental 
turbulences, exist of an agile organization is a necessity. Thereby, to achieve this goal, in GhaemReza integrated 
industries, questionnaire filled by experts in this industry and we weighted that by using Shannon entropy 
technique. Through MCDM approaches and merge ranking by using Cap land method, we concluded that inter-
complexity, providers, competition, costumer requirements, social factors, market and technology have special 
importance respectively, and attending them can safe organization against environmental turbulence. If inter-
complexity has more products, complexity of product structure, design process complexity, manufacturing 
process complexity, product planning and control complexity, respectively, then needs more agility. The second 
driver factor is providers andbased on importance affects on relation to providers, confidentiality and response 
to agility requirement. Competition stands in third place of agility requirement and based on 
importance,includes competition environment, competitor responsiveness, competition basisand product 
alternatives. Next criteria is costumer requirements that based on importance includes costumer requests, 
changing costumer's needs, costumer expectations about price and quality and delivery time and congruity and 
heterogeneity of requirements. Social factors stand on fifth place that include general economy changes, policy 
pressure and government policy. Market criteria stands on sixth place and includes product life-cycle, market 
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structure, demand, buyers power, style and method of market, and the great supply of product model. Also, 
technology evaluates as seventh factor which includes technology change, and matching with new technology. 
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